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Objectives 

●Name the major contributors to the field of bottom up brain research

● Identify the 4 brain structures and associated functions

●Symptoms of being hyper- or hyper-aroused and outside of the window of tolerance

● Identify applicable in the moment interventions and long-term interventions

●Name the Six R’s related to healing



Contributors to the field



●Dr. Bruce Perry: The Neurosequential Model of Therapeutics (NMT)

●Dr. Bessel van der Kolk: The Body Keeps the Score

●Dr. Dan Siegel and Dr. Tina Payne Bryson: The Whole Brain Child

●Dr Shoshanah Lyons, Founder and Clinical Director of Beacon House 



Top-Down Processing







Brain Structures
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1. Brain Stem



1. Brain Stem (cont.)
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2. Diencepholon/Midbrain
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3. Limbic System
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4. Neocortex/Cortex





Window of Tolerance









Brain-based Interventions



“A dysregulated adult cannot regulate a 
dysregulated child.”

Dr. Lori Desautels



Down Regulating (Getting out of Hyperarrousal)
Deep and slow tummy breathing (many 
different breathing exercises)

Drinking from a straw

Throwing a ball

Jumping on a trampoline

Weighted blanket

Warm water/tea

Progressive Muscle Relaxation

Yoga

Meditation

Guided imagery

Soothing a calming music and sounds

Chocolate or chewy and smooth candy

Shaking or stomping out excess energy

Heavy work



Up Regulating (Getting out of Hypoarrousal)
Engaging sensory input

Using essential oils

Chewy crunchy food

Movement

Rocking chair

Changing posture

Increase vocal prosody

Standing up

Sucking on a mint

Drinking a cold beverage or ice cubes

Dancing and energetic music

Finger painting

Eating

Exercise







Regulate
Notice your own tone, volume, cadence

Notice your own body posturing, breathing

Orient to present time, place, and status (It’s November 
1, 2022, you are in Ashlea’s office, I can help keep you 
safe)

Hungry, tired, or in pain

Bilateral stimulation

Bilateral Scribbling

Hand washing

Finger tracing (maze)

Blowing bubbles

Notice gross and fine motor skills

Describe things in full detail (What are three things that 
you like to look at in my office?)

Breathing exercises…wait it’s on here again?

Build predictability (routine, structure, consistency)

Squeezing a stress ball

Playing drums

Capturing sound

54321

Yoga

Saliva technique

Referral for OT/PT Eval



Relate
Validate the emotion and then offer help 
(You look like you might be angry, would it be 
helpful for us to…)

Connect to right brain and redirect to left 
brain

Allow for choice and control

Do not engage in cause and effect 
approaches (if you do this then…)

Name it to Tame it

Imaginary Ball Toss

Dual drawing

Undivided attention–looking and listening

4 questions we unconsciously ask each other 
at all t imes (Maya Angelou): Do you see me?  
Do you care that I am here? Am I enough for 
you or do you need for me to be better in 
some way? Can I tell that I’m special to you 
by the way you look at me?

“And then what happened…” to safety

Group juggling



Reason and Reflect
Scaling questions 0 (none or least) to 10 
(highest, worst, most)

Positive affirmations

SIFT: Help kids notice and understand 
Sensations, Imagines, Feelings, and Thoughts 
within themselves.

How is time spent: sleep, physical time, focus 
time, play time, connecting time, down time, 
internal time

How big is your hurt?

Work through the ABC’s 

Antecedents →Behavior→Consequences

Remote control of the mind: pause, fast 
forward, rewind, mute, slow motion

Redirect a no into yes with conditions

Empathic support and supportive problem 
solving during failure, conflict, and losing can 
create resilience and resourcefulness

Gratitude exercises



The Six R’s



1. Rela tiona l

2. Relevan t

3. Rhythm ic

4. Repe titive  

5. Reward ing

6. Respectfu l
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